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A week dedicated to Workforce Engagement

Seven Days for Safety was brought to you by Step Change in Safety's Workforce Engagement Support
Team (WEST). Over the course of the seven days, we delivered a range of new engagement skill sets
and tools including, films, presentations, interactive resources and discussion culminating in an
industry-wide webinar.

How should you use the new resources? Who are they for?

•Users can download and save the folder containing the resources and use them at a time to suit them
•Each resource should take around 30 minutes to watch and use.
•Every new film, presentation and interactive resource has been designed for use at team meetings,
safety meetings or breakout sessions during townhall events.

Important: Please ensure you are registered with our website and logged in before you download. The
new resources are FREE for all our members but only if your email has been verified on the website
(If you experience any difficulty with this please contact info@stepchangeinsafety.net)

If you're ready to commit to making your industry safer, use our Seven Days for Safety resources and
#PlayYourPart All resources are available to access and download on the Seven Days for Safety page
on the Step Change in Safety website.

Click on this link to view: Seven Days for Safety 

Tell us how we did!

We encourage you to tell us what you liked about the Seven Days for Safety event and, just as
importantly, what you think we could do to improve future events by completing this

short feedback form

Membership feedback 

mailto:info@stepchangeinsafety.net
http://www.stepchangeinsafety.net/sevendaysforsafety
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=lroEQ7RP8kWR05m3gbH3fj_jpxVyVg5LmV1DakkXEitURUJVTERJUzkzNkFORTJXRDNVM0xRVkQyNy4u
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Seven Days for Safety was all about increasing awareness and engagement in key safety topics
across our entire industry. A crucial component of making this a successful week was providing
the workforce with the opportunity to put their questions and concerns to our panel of subject
matter experts:

Emma Thomson, Industrial Hygienist, bp
Allan Smillie, Safety Improvement Coach, TAQA 

Steph Sunley, Offshore Logistics Supervisor, Spirit Energy and SI971 Safety Rep
Gordon Craig, Chaplain to the UK Oil & Gas industry

Afolabi Banu Senior HSEQ Adviser, Chrysaor
Chaired by: Steve Rae, Executive Director, Step Change in Safety

Click on this link to watch:

SevenDaysForSafetyWebinar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mj05lV4tpOU&ab_channel=StepChangeInSafety


Major Accident Hazards 
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The interactive ‘Blockbusters’ style game, 
Major Accident Hexagons is designed as a 
training aid that can be used to educate 
the workforce on MAHs and process safety, 
provoking discussion on barriers and the vital 
role understanding MAHs plays in supporting 
safe operations. 
The aim of the game is to horizontally connect 
the left and right sides of the board by correctly
answering the MAH questions associated with 
each of the hexagons. 

If you get the question wrong, you will lose 
control of the barrier and your direct path will 
be blocked.

Our mental health is in constant flux on a continuum ranging between poor and good health.
Throughout our lives almost all of us will experience a full spectrum of mental health as we are all
exposed to the triggers that may cause changes from good to poor mental health status. It begs the
question, are you aware of how prevalent poor mental health is? Could you recognise signs and
symptoms of a change in the mental health in yourself and your colleagues? Would you know who turn
to for help?

If you are unsure of any of the answers to these questions, then Step Change in Safety’s – Seven Days
for Safety – Mental Health Awareness video is for you. This short, informative video brings together
three experienced mental health experts in a conversational style film covering the simple and practical
mental health advice.

• Gordon Craig, 
Chaplain to the UK Oil & Gas industry

• Bob Gardiner, 
Senior Medic/HSE Advisor
Taqa Eider platform

• Brett Townsley,
Director, 
Omniscient Safety Innovations

Mental Health Awareness 



Safety Rep Essentials
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The purpose of these three new films is to further embed the understanding of the support and help
that is there for safety reps, offshore workers, supervisors, managers and onshore support teams.

These informative presentations provide safety reps, onshore support teams, OIMs and supervisors
with hints and tips along with some of the softer skills that can be used and also meet the legal
requirements when it comes to safety representatives and safety committees.

SAFETY REP ESSENTIALS' FOR ONSHORE SUPPORT PERSONNEL
A new film is aimed at the onshore support teams who may not fully understand how much they
contribute to the success of safety committees, safety reps and the overall safety at site. Teams such as
operations, logistics, IT, HR and legal, heavily influence and enable safe operations by supporting
committees to function effectively. This film will help these, and other teams connect with the Safety
Rep Essentials guidance. When safety committees have the right information and proper support, they
can resolve safety issues quickly and efficiently.

'SAFETY REP ESSENTIALS' FOR OIMs, SAFETY COMMITTEES AND REPS
Safety Reps Film: Elected Safety Reps (ESRs) are the focal point for safety engagement for the 
workforce. ESRs bring agenda items to the safety committee from the workforce and vice versa. They 
provide an anonymous method of safety issue resolution while using their training to proactively keep 
their constituents safe. This film provides greater awareness of the Safety Rep Essential guidance.
OIMS film: Safety Committees are facilitated by OIMs and asset managers as a duty under the SI971 
legislation. This responsibility is often given with very little training . To help site managers support 
safety reps and the safety committee, Step Change in Safety has provided guidance for OIMs and 
supervisors



Occupational Health
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Good Occupational Health is key to your working life, both on and offshore. We will examine the 
following three topics in turn and hear from subject matter experts. 

These topics are:
•Local Exhaust Ventilation
•Potable Water and Legionella
•The Galley

We have chosen these three subjects because they are commonly found to be problem areas during 
regulatory inspections and, when not controlled or managed correctly, they all have the potential to 
have an adverse impact on everyone on site. In each of these areas, findings commonly include issues 
with Training, Management and Supervision.

To continually improve safety, it is essential that we learn from previous incidents and the experiences 
of others. It is also important to share our own learnings to prevent others experiencing the same.

During Seven Days for Safety, we released a new Safety Moment based on the US Chemical Safety 
Board (USCSB) animated film of the BP Texas City Refinery explosion which occurred 23rd of March 
2005. The safety moment “Texas City – Could this happen again?” has been designed to provoke 
discussion around the "Step Change in Safety 7Cs" and includes a short practical exercise.

Sharing and Learning 


